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MedParliament: The Global League of
Healthcare Leaders!!
Before we start to talk about MedParliament 2022, let us take
you through the depth, impact and value of this platform and
community, which MedAchievers has built over 8 years through
work and conducting 100s of Leadership tables across the world.

We started with a commitment from, and the
strength of, the world leaders.
The official Grand Launch of this Ivy League of Healthcare Leaders
was on 1st July 2014. This was the result of experience, discussions
with leaders, studying of missing links in the industry and the
dream of Harsha Vardhan, the Founder of MedAchievers and
Medparliament. He is a serial entrepreneur and believes,
"collaboration leads to success" and so invited leaders from
different faculties under one roof making it a community.

MedParliament carries the strength of being a think tank and at the
same time an action body that started with the active participation
of leaders since the day of Launch itself. The Health Minister of India
along with other Union Ministers, the Country Head of the World
Health Organisation (WHO) India, Chief of UNICEF South Asia,
Chairmen and Promoters of leading hospital groups, investors, think
tanks and more than 500 leaders of healthcare joined hands to
make the inaugural day of our journey very special. MedAchievers
became a differentiator from any other event in the world and more
meaningful community in healthcare with action in its DNA and
transactions as translation of motive.

MedParliament is a place where work is done, we foresaw future of healthcare.
Since 2014, we have been working, deploying and upgrading healthcare and
policies making it globally one and sustainable. Selected news clips out of
many shows the relfection of the same leading to MEGA MEDPARLIAMENT 2022

We developed and brought digital health
platform in early days and was published
after launch on 20th July 2015.
MedAchievers has been practically futuristic
platform.

The Shortage of specialist surgeons was making news,
MedAchievers Academic council worked with expert
partners from different parts of world and on 9th
December 2018 launched the training centre for Open
Ortho surgery simulator with AI and virtual OT that offers
real time training in all types of Orthopaedic
procedures. Time to act than react.

....as well as policy making and
creating the framework for new
evolutions in healthcare with Smart
ICU and remote monitoring solutions
and guidelines that was published on
31st August 2021
...through world leading innovations and
collaborations, MedAchievers brings in-house
customised life and environment saving fleet of
first responders launched on 19th May 2022.

What it means to be a healthcare practitioner in 2022 is vastly different to what it will
be in 2025, let alone to how it was in 2019 (Pre Covid).
Technology, investment, interactions, training and opportunities to upgrade facilities
must evolve for the healthcare community. Practioners of all types and across all
geographies should have access to needed technology and apply the same in their
practice for their patients.
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# Who you are participating with....
The cohort of leaders who participate over curated agenda is our biggest
differentiator. As the past list of participants demonstrates, this is a place
for world class leaders with feathers of big success in their cap. This leads
to partnerships, deals and the globalisation of healthcare. A place to do
practical discussions, deals and create partnerships with Ministers,
Diplomats, Policy Makers, Entrepreneurs, Investors and Leaders of respective
sectors.
MedParliament has in the public sector partnered and hosted Governments
of countries including India, Australia, United Kingdom and Estonia.
In the Private sector, the list is huge, with best of the listed and unlisted
unicorns, industry movers and shakers, celebrated hospital chains, listed
diagnostics, prolific investors, universities, inventors, researchers and
celebrities who support and practice respective domain of healthcare.

# The process that leads to your success...
MedParliament addresses each of the critical areas associated with
healthcare practice and management. Emerging trends get highlighted,
new opportunities presented and practical information passed on from the
leaders shaping healthcare around the world.
Being a well defined and curated three days gathering, it will include the
detailed agenda and requirements of the participants addressing the need
and solutions leading to successful and best possible partnerships.
The Gala and Policy Power table brings an opportunity to meet high profile
leaders, network with relevant crowd and transact with the best fit one on
one during Transaction table.

MedParliament is a strong and proven global platform which generates the pathways needed
to create quality and affordable healthcare at scale. The platform achieves this by uniting
leaders with complimentary skills and experience in pre-selected and uniform cohort.
MedParliament in 2022 is committed to bring " Globalization and Transformation of
Healthcare" to the grassroots of Healthcare practice.
Healthcare is the perfect amalgamation of teamwork, expertise including clinical science,
research labs, pharmaceuticals, diagnostics, information technology, management expertise,
hospitality, infrastructure, funding and many other fields. In 2022, as we have successfully
done in the past, we must address healthcare's current needs with rapid advancement through
discussion and collaboration as catalysts for growth. This year MedParliament shall converge
global leaders with needed technology, investment and opportunities under one roof to drive
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far-reaching change and impact.

MedParliament
Grand Gala

Leadership
Table

Policy Power
Table

Academic and
Research Council

The
Medparliamentarian
Community

Medparliament Gala session shall bring again the
Ministers, Diplomats, Investors, Industry Leaders of
Healthcare (Hospital, Diagnostics, Pharma,
Medtech), Policy makers from the global space
under one roof, making the 2022 session bigger,
better and more impactful than ever before.
In 2022, MedParliament the one on one
leadership table shall aim at bigger partnership
between leaders of complementary skills and
offering through the guided process of our team.
In 2020 and 2021, the development of
diagnostics and vaccine changed the style of
policy making. And so in 2022 MedParliament
shall address more crucial changes needed for
international business and research.
Our flagship council shall bring value towards
practical training needed to manage advanced,
research based and critical care. It will also
address areas of joint product development and
deployment.
After the three days of high profile
Medparliament, every participant of the session
shall get support in communication and to
structure deals with "The MedParliamentarian"
community.

Medparliament 2022 shall be bigger and better in its
impact as this comes with 8 years of global experience,
success and structure...
MedAchievers proudly
partnered with NHS
and Govt. of UK to
host and establish
business between
countries making a
big statement of
success in 2015.

Glimpse of
Medparliament
transaction Table,
curated to bring
transaction beyond
discussion between
leaders and decision
makers.
MedParliament Grand
gala session with
investors, industrialist,
policy makers, diplomats
and leaders of
healthcare from India,
USA, Australia, Israel
and UK in 2019 created
milestone of
transactions.
Medparliament
Leadership and policy
table where leaders and
policy maker shared the
challenges and solutions
to make suggest needed
policy change for better
future of healthcare and
transactions.

MedParliament has always
been a favourite place to
mix celebrity power with
healthcare and has seen
participation from
celebrities like Indian Movie
star Amitabh Bachchan,
Former Australian cricket
captain Michael Clarke etc.

MEDPARLIAMENT
BRINGS THE WORLD TOGETHER

The Grand MedParliament brings the deep insights of challenges
leading to opportunities, research leading to products, need
leading to innovation from the core of leadership to create and
practice best alliance at global scale.
As can be seen from the pictures, the leaders of industry,
Diplomats from United Kingdom, Australia, Israel, India, Finland
and Estonia, Ministers from India can be seen sharing the deeper
aspects of mutually possible alliances leading to meaningful
transactions and long term across borders relationship.

The grand highlights of 2022 shall be....

01

Leaders

02

Coffee Table Book

Quality and capacity of
leaders is our 1st
differentiator that
defines MedParliament

Launching our annual
coffee table book "The
Medparliamentarian"
aimed to be part of
every important table.

03

04

International
policies
Time to make it relevant
to post covid experience
in 2022.

Investment
Medparliament brings the
opporunity to interact and
transact with leaders of
investment world.

05

06

Transactions

Partnerships

Our motto from the day
one has been
transactions beyond
discussions.

Collaborate to create
and partner to grow
with right set is what we
bring on the table.

07

08

Awards

Community

MedAchievers awards
are iconic and recipients
in the past define the
same.

We don't bring an event, we
are community of ever
growing global leaders
making healthcare bigger
and better.

Contact us:
connect@medachievers.com
www.medachievers.com

